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New research projects 2013
PEAX - Electronic mailbox
(Project manager: C. Larbig; Departments: W,
D&K as well as Base-Net Informatik AG)
The project PEAX is testing an internet platform
for organising letter post. By handling the letter
post digitally, the user can organize and structure
letter mail better for its further use and use the
data more efficiently. The project is testing and
exploring the benefits users can gain from an
electronic mailbox. One example is when an
address changes: Instead of having to inform
different organizations like banks, insurances or
public administration individually, the electronic
mailbox supports the dissemination of information to the concerned institutions in one step.
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RÄMSKI- Spatial-medial settings for collabo-

Sound & spatial Improvisation
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Emotional Experience

The digital technology of information,

mental value by developing innovative solutions
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2nd CreaLab SummerSchool: Live to work,
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work to live (Project manager: U. Gaudenz, R.
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In a first part of the Crea Lab SummerSchool the

cultures and to allow more creativity in their

Coaching: Creative working in teams

students acquired individual thematic principles

daily routine. The focus of the workshops and

(P. Wolf, J. Harboe)

through self-study and group discussions. In the

coachings offered to the broader public is on

This coaching is adequate for teams who want

second part, a public unconferencing event, these

leveraging personal experiences in dealing with

to gain some new and creative impetus in their

principles were extended and discussed in col-

methods for creativeness.

everyday working routines. In the first step, the

laboration with representatives of business and
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science. Recent forms of work were examined

Vision quest

their everyday working routine which would

in the light of traditional professions and future

(P. Wolf, in cooperation with R. Förster)

prioritize in looking at and where they see a de-

social models.

Holistic, sustainable changes do arise from inside

velopment potential. In a second step, they learn

out. The personal vision is the inner base and

in a creative way to identify and to implement

CreaLab Winter School: Innovation Methods

the compass. It releases energy. The objective

ideas for improvement in their working processes.

(Project manager: U. Gaudenz, M. Doerk; Depart-

of the vision quest is to explore and formulate

A step further enables a sustainable analysis of

ments: T&A, S)

the own personal vision. The participants deal

the collaboration and communication as a team.

In the CreaLab Winter School, the students

therefore with central issues such as: Where am I

Finally, goals are jointly defined by the team

deal with the question of how to find out which

today, where do I stand? What are my passions?

members. The coaching can be assembled indivi-

methods from which disciplines are particularly

What do I want to let go? What helps me and

dually and can be tailored to your own needs.

suitable for developing something new, i.e. to en-

what hinders me? The participants are guided

courage and promote creativity and innovation.

and supported in this process by Ruth Förster.

Innovation methods

Innovation methods from different disciplines

On the basis of scientific knowledge on nature

(M. Doerk, U. Gaudenz, P. Wolf)

are applied in workshops, discussed and impro-

experiences and body performativity she helps

For organisations, it is becoming more and

ved in the face of real innovation challenges

people to find the ability to perceive themselves

more important to develop and realize ideas

contributed by practice partners or by students.

as a part of a whole. For finding the own vision, it

in an interdisciplinary and inter-departemental

is necessary to take a time out in the nature with

manner. This creates challenges of choosing

only the bare necessities.

and combining adequate methods for team crea-

Coachings & Workshops
CreaLab strives for supporting companies or
organisations by critically scrutinizing their work

tivity. The workshop starts with an introduction

to idea discovery and development processes in

and at LUASA. CreaLab has a core team consis-

Networking and cooperation

interdisciplinary teams. Later, the participants

ting of people from all departments of the LUA-

Across all CreaLab projects and activities in

become familiar with the methods platform and

SA (Management, Technology & Architecture,

2013, about 90 lecturers and researchers from all

learn to value the differences between methods

Design & Arts, Social Work and Music). The core

departments and approximately 250 students of

of association, confrontation and combination.

team is committed to the program development:

LUASA were involved in activities of the CreaLab.

At the end they will be able to judge in what

they are discussing about recent developments,

Moreover, about 150 external people participa-

situations (needed time, size of the group,

about project proposals, plans and initiatives

ted in various events and activities.

needed material) which method would fit best.

of CreaLab. Projects of CreaLab are directed or

Moreover, these methods will be combined and

arranged by lecturers or researchers from at least

tested in current cases which the participants

two departments of LUASA. Among other things,

Up-to-date information is available in the blog of

can contribute.

CreaLab cooperates openly with students from all

CreaLab: blog.hslu.ch/crealab

faculties to give them a chance to develop their
Public presentations

skills by tackling challenging and modern tasks.

In 2013, the CreaLab core team members held

This caused positive reactions - Christian Röllin,

public presentations at different national and

a management student at LUASA, said in an

international events. For example, Julie Harboe

interview with the radio 3fach from 18.09.2013

talked at the third annual convention „Future

about the work and the Project Peax at Crea Lab:

Workplace & Office“ at the Gottlieb Duttweiler

„For me personally it is such a huge privilege,

Institute (GDI) in Rüschlikon/Zürich about „Out

because we don‘t always have the possibility

of the Cube: Where does the innovation takes

to act future-oriented. For me it is a sensational

place? And why does it happen so rarely in the

change, this is the reason why I‘m at the universi-

office?“ In September, Jens Meissner presented

ty - I‘m not here just for listening and working on

CreaLab insigths into „The future of work -

university assignments.

concepts and current megatrend“ at the event
„Home Office and part-time job: family-friendly
or not?“ at the Seminarhotel Sempachersee,
Nottwil. Besides these and other inputs at practitioner events, the latest research results were
presented at several scientific conferences.
Methods platform
The platform ThinkTHRU was developed within
the scope of the CreaLab project „Methods platform“ which collects innovation methods from
various disciplines. These were made available
at the platform in a user-friendly manner. The
platform is accessible for free to the public at
http://www.thinkthru.info/.
Working methods
CreaLab sees itself as a catalyst for ideas, as
solution developer for complex questions, as an
enabler of their discussion, and as their translator
to the innovative actors in Central Switzerland

